The Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome: modeling mental impairment in the mouse.
Mental impairment syndromes are diagnosed based on below-average general intellectual function originated during developmental periods. Intellectual abilities rely on the capability of our brain to obtain, process, store and retrieve information. Advances in the past decade on the molecular basis of memory have led to a better understanding of how a normal brain works but also have shed new light on our understanding of many pathologies of the nervous system, including diverse syndromes involving mental impairment. The recent multidisciplinary analysis of various mouse models for Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome has shown the power of animal models to produce an important leap forward in our understanding of a complex mental disease while simultaneously opening new avenues for its treatment. These studies also suggest that some of the cognitive and physiological deficits observed in mental impairment syndromes may not simply be caused by defects originated during development but may result from the continued requirement of specific enzymatic activities throughout life.